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LIBRI DI TESTO 

• AA.VV, Both Sides A2/B1, Cambridge University Press.

• Iandelli-Walenn-Morris, Grammar Evolution, Eli.


CONTENUTI DISCIPLINARI 

Language 

Sono stati affrontati lessico, grammatica, funzioni comunicative e scrittura di testi presenti 
nel volume Both Sides A2/B1: Unità Starter-12 e nei materiali autentici proposti 
dall’insegnante e condivisi su Google Classroom.


Nello specifico:


Vocabulary: at home, everyday activities, free time, health and healthy food, clothes, in 
shops and online, public transport, personality, feelings, education, jobs, work, weather, 
nature, sport, actions, in town, in the country, language, documents and technology.


Grammar: present simple affirmative and negative, present simple questions, subject 
questions, frequency adverbs and expressions, present continuous, verbs of preference + 
(verb + -ing), zero article, present simple vs. present continuous, quantities, requests and 
offers, indefinite pronouns, excessive/(in)sufficient quantities, past simple be, past simple 



regular and irregular verbs (all forms), past continuous, past simple vs past continuous, 
when and while, comparative adjectives, less+adjective, (in)equality (not) as+adjective+as,  
superlative adjectives; the least + adjective, so/such, should for advice, must and have to 
for obligation, mustn’t/don’t have to/needn’t, revision of future forms (be going to, will, 
present simple and present continuous), future intentions: be going to, future predictions: 
will, may/might, zero conditional, using commas, first conditional, verb patterns, present 
perfect, time adverbials, present perfect with how long/for/since, present perfect vs past 
simple, both…and, either…or, neither…nor, possessive ’s vs double genitive, adverbs of 
manner, infinitive of purpose, adjectives with -ed and -ing, present passive, past passive.


Functions: greeting and introducing, agreeing and disagreeing, eating out, using public 
transport, instructing, suggesting, requesting and giving directions.  

Writing: an informal email, a story, a blog entry.  

Busto Arsizio, 8/06/24
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